
      Pyramid Challenge Quick Guide

The ladder will run on a trial basis for 2 months from 26th April until Mid Summers night 
23rd June. 

Competitors can challenge any player who is placed on the left side of them, or players 
one row above. Before challenging a player from the row above, a player must win a 
match against a player on their own row (this stipulation does not apply to top 3 rows or 
left most player on any row)

When the challenger wins he/she can take the place of the other player. When placed on 
the very left of a row, only the players above can be challenged. The player on the furthest 
left of any row in the pyramid, is considered the highest rank player on that particular row. 
Hence the goal of a pyramid ladder is to move left and up.

Match Play
1. Each match comprises 2 sets
2. If the result after playing two sets is one set all, then a normal tiebreaker is played 

to decide the match. The 1st player to win 7 points in the tiebreaker wins the match 
(must win by 2 points).

3. Scores do not have to be recorded on the pyramid.  
4. It is the responsibility of the winning player to swap player positions on the 

pyramid, if the result warrants it.

A Few Rules to Keep In Mind
1. Matches will be organised by players in their own time.
2. All players must accept and complete a challenge within 7 days. If not, the 

challenged player will forfeit the match and subsequently their spot on the ladder. 
It is important that matches are played within a short timeframe to allow further 
challenges.

3. If a player has not played a challenge match in 30 days, the player will be removed 
from the ladder.

4. In the event of injury and withdrawal from the ladder, the players name is removed, 
and all players move up one space. The player may return to the ladder, but will 
enter at the bottom. 

5. In the event of multiple challenges planned, if a challenged player or challenger 
moves positions, it is up to that player to inform other players if challenges are 
outstanding and now irrelevant.

6. It is NOT an exact science, so common sense and courtesy to other players will go 
a long way
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